Damage detection in a fixed-fixed beam using natural frequency changes
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Abstract. This paper presents a damage detection technique which uses change in Frequency Response Function (FRF) and Modal Strain Energy (MSE) for damage detection in beam and truss like structures. It’s a robust approach for Structural Health Monitoring (SHM) using natural frequency for structural damage assessment. This technique couples FRF with Iterative Modal Strain Energy (IMSE) method to accurately localize and quantify the damage with only few frequencies, overcoming the limitation of mode shape based damage detection methods which requires mode shapes at full coordinates but damage is either over/underestimated. In the current approach, a damage detection algorithm is developed and validated by conducting numerical studies for a Fixed-Fixed beam, both noise-free and noise-effected cases are simulated. The numerical studies reveal that proposed algorithm is capable of identifying, localizing and quantifying the damage accurately at reduce computational cost.
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1. Introduction

SHM finds its application in mechanical, civil and aerospace Engineering. Damage in any structure is result of deterioration, degradation or any natural disaster in a structure during its service life. Visual inspection methods for damage assessment are dependent on instrumentation and have limited capability to determine the damage extent and severity. Vibration based Damage Identification (VBDIT) techniques have significant importance in SHM problems [1-4]. Many structural damage detection techniques are proposed in the recent decades which use the measured mode shapes and natural frequencies in the damaged structure to localize and estimate the damage. Stubbs et al. first proposed Damage Index (DI) method which uses MSE for structural damage detection [5]. Modal Strain Energy Decomposition (MSED) method is an improved form of DI method to improve the localization ability of SDI method [6, 7]. Shi et al. introduced Modal Strain Energy Change (MSEC) method using sensitivity of Modal Strain Energy Change Ratio (MSECR) to apply and validate this approach on a real life 2D structure in laboratory [8, 9]. DI & MSEC methods require paired modes of intact and damaged structures, as correct modal identification is practically difficult in some cases. Considering this limitation, Cross Modal Strain Energy (CMSE) method is developed by hu et al. to quantify the damage accurately [10]. Hwang et al. used few measured FRF for damage identification in a cantilever beam [11]. Zenzen et al. coupled FRF with BAT algorithm, minimizing the objective function based on intact and damaged structure natural frequency [12]. Khatir et al. proposed a damage detection technique using change in natural frequency and Modal Scale Factor (MSF) to minimize an objective function through PSO and BAT algorithm [13]. Pan and Zhang et al. Formulated a Noise Response Rate (NRR) in an inverse problem to select the specific mode shape for damage detection based on mode shape sensitivity to noise. This method improves the accuracy for prediction of size and location of damage [14]. An Improved modal strain energy method is formulated and validated on same Fixed-Fixed beam with noise up to 5 % provides better convergence rate than MSEC method. It was recommended to extend this study to 3D complex structures [15]. Wange et al. proposed
IMSE method and validated on a cantilever beam using experimentally measured frequencies [16]. In this research work a damage detection algorithm is proposed, coupling FRF with IMSE method for structural damage detection in a Fixed-Fixed beam.

2. Methodology

2.1. Frequency response function (FRF)

Vibration based damage identification techniques (VBDIT) use change in natural frequency and mode shapes for damage detection in structure. Basic dynamic response equation for n DOF system can be expressed as Eq. (1):

\[ [M] \ddot{a}(t) + [C] \dot{a}(t) + [K] a(t)c = f(t). \tag{1} \]

For an external force and displacement \( f(t) = [F(\omega)] e^{j\omega t} \) and \( a(t) = \{a(\omega)\} e^{j\omega t} \), a damped free condition FRF is expressed as:

\[ [H(\omega)] = [(-\omega^2[M] + [K])]^{-1}. \tag{2} \]

The analytical and measured FRFs is presented as \([H(\omega)]\) and \([H(\omega)^*]\), where:

\[ [K]^* = ([H] + \omega^2[M]). \tag{3} \]

It is assumed that mass of structure remains constant and stiffness changes:

\[ [\Delta K] = [H]^{-1} - [H]^{-1^*}. \tag{4} \]

When multiplied by \([H]^*\), Eq. (4) gives:

\[ [H]^*[\Delta K] = [H]^*([H]^{-1} - [H]^{-1^*}). \tag{5} \]

Based of analytical and measured FRF, beta (\(\beta\)) will be calculated as:

\[ \beta(1,i) = ([H]_{1n}^* \times [H]^{-1}(\cdot,i) - [I](1,i). \tag{6} \]

2.2. Iterative modal strain energy (IMSE) method

Damage severity will be estimated for damage location identified form FRF, since \(M^* = M\) and Global stiffness matrix will be written as linear combination of local stiffness matrix for each element:

\[ [K]^* = [K] + \sum_{n=1}^{N_d} \alpha_n K_{ln}, \tag{7} \]

where \(N_d\) is the total number of damaged elements while \(\alpha_n\) and \(l_n\) show the damage severity coefficient and the damaged element. Damage severity equation will be as follows:

\[ \sum_{n=1}^{N_d} \alpha_n \Phi_i^T K_{ln} \Phi_i^* = \frac{\lambda_i^*}{\lambda_i} - 1. \tag{8} \]

Structural MSE and elemental MSE changes due to damage which is applied here as an input for estimation of damage extent:

\[ C_i = \Phi_i^T K \Phi_i^*, \tag{9} \]
\[ C_{n,i} = \alpha_n \Phi^*_i K_{in} \Phi^*_i. \]  

(10)

Here \( \Phi_i, \Phi^*_i, \lambda_i \) and \( \lambda^*_i \) represent the mode shapes and natural frequencies for intact and damaged structure. Using the equation Eqs. (9, 10), Eq. (8) can be written as follow:

\[
\sum_{n=1}^{N_d} \alpha_n C_{n,i} = b_i, \\
b_i = \frac{\lambda^*_i}{\lambda_i} - 1. 
\]  

(11, 12)

For \( m \) Eq. (11) can be simplified as:

\[
C\alpha = b, 
\]  

(13)

where \( C, \alpha \) and \( b \) present elemental MSE, damage severity coefficient and change in natural frequency. For \( m \geq N_d \), Least square solution method will be used to calculate Damage severity coefficient:

\[
\alpha = (C^T C^{-1}) C^T b. 
\]  

(14)

Eq. (14) requires mode shapes for damaged structure at full coordinates which is difficult to obtain, here initially zero damage is assumed for Fixed-Fixed beam and IMSE method is applied to quantify the damage using measured natural frequencies:

\[
\Phi^*_i (K^*, M) = \Phi^*_i \left( [K] + \sum_{n=1}^{N_d} \alpha_n K_{in} \right). 
\]  

(15)

Eqs. (14, 15) will be used for each Iteration of IMSE Method. IMSE method consists of four steps for damage quantification.

Step 1: Initialize the solution with \( \alpha^0 = 0 \), calculate \( \Phi^*_{i(0)} (K^*, M) \) where \( K^* = K \).

Step 2: Solve for \( \alpha \) using \( \Phi^*_{i(0)} \), first iteration for IMSE completes here.

Step 3: Compute \( \Phi^*_{i(k-1)} \) from \( \alpha^{(k-1)} \), and estimate \( \alpha^{(k)} \) using \( \Phi^*_{i(k-1)} \), where \( k = 2, 3, \ldots \).

Step 4: if \( |\alpha^{(k)} - \alpha^{(k-1)}| < r \) damage severity is estimated, otherwise move to step 3, where \( r = 0.0001 \).

2.3. Damage detection algorithm

A damage detection algorithm is proposed based on FRF & IMSE method is shown in Fig. 1.
2.4. Noise-effect

In actual measured modal parameters differ by simulated FE parameters due to noise. In order to simulate this effect on dynamic response of structure, here $k_j^*$ and $k_j$ are stiffnesses with and without Gaussian Noise for damaged elements localized. Here $\gamma_j$ present the random number with standard deviation of 1 and of mean 0, $n$ shows the percentage of noise:

$$k_j^* = k_j (1 + n\gamma_j). \hspace{1cm} (16)$$

3. Numerical simulations

A Fixed-Fixed Beam of length 2 m with elastic modulus of $210e09 \text{ N/m}^2$, area of 0.0014 m$^2$ and density of 7850 Kg/m$^3$ is considered for eigen analysis consisting of 12 Euler Bernoulli beam elements and 13 nodes with 2 DOF per node is shown in Fig. 2. Three Damage cases are simulated and first three natural frequencies are shown in Table 1.

![Fig. 2. FE model of a fixed-fixed beam](image)

![Table 1. First three natural frequencies (Hz) for beam](table)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Structure</th>
<th>Damage location pe (element)</th>
<th>Damage severity (percentage)</th>
<th>Natural frequency (Hz)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Intact</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Nil</td>
<td>37.22 102.60 201.21</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DCI</td>
<td>6th</td>
<td>35 %</td>
<td>36.16 102.07 195.10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DCII</td>
<td>3rd and 8th</td>
<td>25 % and 30 %</td>
<td>36.74 99.66 195.69</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DCIII</td>
<td>3rd, 6th and 9th</td>
<td>40 % each</td>
<td>36.67 93.40 187.54</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

4. Results and discussions

4.1. Damage localization using FRF

FRF for each damage case indicates presence of damage in the structure. Damage localization indicator $\beta(1,i)$ uses Eq. (6) for damage location at element and its corresponding DOF.

![Fig. 3. Damage indicator ($\beta$) for DCI: a) based on element, b) based on DOF](image)

4.2. Damage quantification using IMSE method

IMSE method utilizes the natural frequencies of Intact and damaged structures. For a multiple damage case it requires only first three natural frequencies for damage quantification.
For beam structure single and multiple damage cases FRFs indicate the presence of damage in all three damage cases. For DCI, $\beta$ indicator shows a higher value at 6th element and its corresponding DOFs. Similarly, for DC II and DC III, there exists a higher value of $\beta$ at 3rd, 6th, 8th and 9th element. This damage localization is used as an input for damage quantification in the damaged elements. For DCI, IMSE Method uses only first natural frequency of damaged structure. The damage severity estimator $\alpha$ is estimated within 10 iterations with a tolerance of 0.0001, similarly DCII and DCIII require first two and three natural frequencies to estimate the damage severity within 9 and 11 iterations.

5. Conclusions

A damage detection algorithm is proposed which uses FRF as Damage indicator and uses its characteristics for damage localization. Damage severity is estimated by IMSE method which requires minimum input in form of few measured frequencies from damaged structure. The proposed approach is better than conventional mode shape based methods using only natural frequency of damaged structure as an input for damage detection. It requires only one sensor in
impact hammer based modal testing setup, proving to be a cost effective approach with reduced computational cost and higher convergence rate. This method may be tested on a real structure in laboratory using actually measured natural frequencies.
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